THE FIRST ASSAULT  ON  MADRID
the rattle of bullets on our steel skin, but nothing hap-
pened and we lumbered along the road feeling hot and
uncomfortable for little adequate return.
At Robledo de Chavela, quite high in the mountains,
we could see the Escorial, the great burial place of the
lings of Spain, nestling against the southern flanks of
the Guadarrama range, just before the watershed which
separates it from the Sierra de Gredos, The huge, orderly
building, so characteristic in its style of the monastic
coldness of its founder Phillip the Second, was gleaming
in the sun. On the hill slopes above it, through the trees,
was marked the strange V-shaped clearing wMch? pro-
duced either by wood-cutters or possibly by some giant
avalanche, served as a landmark for thirty miles around
to indicate the exact position of the monastery.
Dunng these days the shepherds were coming down
from the heights of the sierras bringing their flocks
lower for the winter. Strangely enough many flocks
which had been feeding on the Red slopes were driven
down to Nationalist territory without hindrance. It was
extraordinary that the Reds should have allowed these
valuable flocks to go without making any effort to stop
them. It is possible, of course, that they did not under-
stand their maps, and did not realise that the flocks were
being taken away from them under their own eyes.
Mules and donkeys carried the summer outfit of tent
and pots and pans, and then, strung all round the animals5
saddles or panniers, were rows of little rush bags, each
containing a baby lamb, too young to run along with the
rest of the flock, on their long trek. Their tiny heads
alone peeped out of the rushwork, while their anxious
mothers ran behind occasionally replying to the bleating
of their little ones. It was a touching sight, and so was
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